MISSION

EMBLEM

Safely secure, store, and monitor the chemical stockpile
while protecting the workforce, the public, and the environment;
prepare for and support stockpile elimination; and transition the
depot and the workforce for closure.

Throughout the years and the various missions, the name of the
depot has changed. In April 2006, depot employees submitted
artwork for consideration for a new depot logo. The entire work
force, as well as a group of depot retirees, voted on one design
that portrayed the depot’s past, present and future missions.
The final selection came in June 2006.

Symbolism
The colors cobalt blue and
yellow gold are representative
of the U.S. Army Chemical Corps.
“Pueblo Depot” is representative
of the installation throughout
its history. “1942” is the date
of establishment. “Safety” and
“Service” capture the continued
and historical depot missions.
The hawk represents native
depot wildlife, the present
and future mission of the
environmental programs, and
was also the name of one of
the missile systems supplied
by the depot during its missile
mission in the 1950s and 60s.
The setting sun is portrayed
to the south of Pike’s Peak
as seen from Pueblo.

The branch insignia of both the
U.S. Army Chemical Corps and
Ordnance Corps represent the
depot’s command structure
through its history as both an
ordnance and a chemical depot.

The Pershing Missile in the
center represents one of the
most prominent missions of
the depot in the 1980s.

The mountain has been an
element that has graced many
of the past depot emblems,
representing Pike’s Peak.

Encompassing approximately 23,000 acres, PCD’s primary function is the safe, secure storage and protection of 2,611 tons of mustard agent
that is part of the national stockpile of chemical munitions. PCD is home to the Pueblo Chemical Agent-Destruction Pilot Plant, operated under
the Program Executive Office, Assembled Chemical Weapons Alternatives. PCD transfers munitions to PCAPP for destruction; together, operating
to safely and efficiently destroy the chemical weapons stockpile while keeping the community, the workforce and the environment safe.
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